
lecon    
lesson

celery        
selery

glicten      
glisten

icicle     
isicle

silence        
silense  

lettuce         
lettuse   

sity          
city         

licten          
listen         

icland          
island

bicycle          
bisycle

c    ice      

i   city

y   fancy

‘s’ sound spelt ‘c’

The letter c has two sounds.Tips

A soft ‘c’ sounds like an ‘s’ and a hard ‘c’  
sounds like a ‘k’. If the letter after the ‘c’ is 
an ‘e’, ‘i’ or ‘y’, it makes the soft sound.

Should these words be spelt with a ‘c’ or an ‘s’? 
Circle the words which are spelt correctly.

Check

Place each green word into the correct sentence.

braces         city         icicle         rice         since 

Nan burnt the  so we had to eat something else instead. 

My grandfather wears  to hold his trousers up. 

It was so cold, I saw an  growing on the side of the house. 

I have had lots of fun outside  learning to ride my bike. 

London is the capital  of England.

Can you also add 
another example 

to each row?

Spelling Workouts: Spelling Workouts: 



exercise space

Below each picture is a word. Can you write a sentence 
which includes that word?Use

Read each sentence and change the underlined word or phrase 
for a synonym which uses the letter ‘c’ to make an ‘s’ sound.

Change

The thing I use to write with  
broke when I pressed too hard  
with it.

My mum’s curry is very hot.

Jeff’s sound that comes out of  
his mouth was very croaky  
because of his cold.

We sat in a round shape during the 
lesson. 
 
 
 
My cousin keeps small rodents  
as pets. 
 
 
 
When we were playing monopoly,  
I rolled two sixes on the cubes with 
numbers on them, so I got another 
turn.



Apply

bicycle 

cell 

city 

face 

police    

race  

silence 

What crime have these police officers just heard about? 
Write a short story about what happens next. How many of 
these blue words can you include in your writing?

Extra challenge: 
Can you include 

adjectives?


